
WHY ALTIZON 

Readymade
applications

Seamless
integration

End-to-end
ownership

Fully-managed
platform

Rapid
Deployment

Transform your manufacturing capabilities with DFX, our state-of-the-art digital

manufacturing platform. DFX integrates advanced technologies like AI, IoT, and

cloud computing to optimize every aspect of your production process.

Experience enhanced productivity, reduced downtime, and minimized waste using

real-time insights and predictive analytics provided by our platform. 

OUR APPS

Real-time monitoring, analytics &
alerts on production &
productivity KPIs

Digitization for paperless
operations with reporting and
alerts

CHECKLIST
Digitize engineering
document management and
rendering to different user
personas

DOCUMENTS
Monitoring, analytics, and alerts on key
energy and utilities KPIs

ENERGY

Real-time track and trace,
anomaly detection, and analytics

TRACEABILITY
Enable dashboards, interplant
operations monitoring, and
analytics for the C-level

COCKPIT
Build Machine Learning models,
deployment on live streaming data 

NOTEBOOK

Operator Workbench to
provide inputs, raise alarms,
call for support and refer to
the documentation

PRODUCTIVITY

CONSOLE

Real-time & automatic process
compliance, analysis, and
alerts

Real-time plan vs actual
visibility, bottleneck
identification, and analytics

QUALITY

PLANNING

Enable real-time condition/periodic
planned maintenance, analytics, & alerts,
maintenance records, & history

Empower business users to build and
publish inter-dimensional dashboards

MAINTENANCE

BI

Connected
Manufacturing Sites

140+ 4200+
Active Business Users

30+
Certified Partners
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30+ 4200+
Certified Partners Active Business Users

World’s
leading

manufacturer
of industrial

products

$8.5B
Alcoholic

Beverages
major

Bottling
major with a
market cap

of $1.07
Trillion

CASE STUDIES

sales@altizon.com | www.altizon.com

Realtime & analytics led
improvement to enhance

visibility and improve
operational efficiencies.

Digitization and productivity
improvement in bottling operations

in 140 bottling lines spread across
multiple plants 

Analytics of process
parameters that help the

company make data-driven
business decisions.

20% OEE improvement
 

30% Reduction in order to
deliver lead time

15% OEE improvement
 

10% Indirect labour cost
reduction

20% Improvement in
Quality KPIs

HOW DOES DFX WORK?

CxO     |     Plant Manager     |     Plant ops

IoT Platform

Deploy purpose-
built apps that
analyze machine
data to deliver for
KPIs that matter 

3

Deploy purpose-
built apps that
analyze machine
data to deliver for
KPIs that matter
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Integrate operations
data with business
critical systems like
ERP

CLOUD

PLANT NETWORK 1
Connect Plant 

EXTERNAL
SOURCE

REST
APIs

SCADA DCS

Control Systems

ERP QMS HISTORIAN

IT SystemsAssets

Applications
DFX


